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Introduction

and pressed <PLAY> then went off for a drink at
the bar. These images are new and complex and
they are happening now.
This is live audio-visual performance.

You’re sitting in a club. Or a theatre, or a gallery.
Or maybe you’re dancing in the rainforest,

But what does it mean to do this, to improvise with
images in real-time, and in relation to recorded or improvised
sounds? What happens to notions of narrative, of dramatic

surrounded by stars. Whatever and wherever,

development, under real-time conditions? How is live audio-

there’s light and sound and movement and

visual performance understood as performance, and how

sweetness and someone in the corner hunched
over a collection of laptops, cameras and MIDI
controllers. This isn’t the keyboard player; they
play with light, not sound, and their medium is
the image that is beaming through the air around
you. And this isn’t TV or film either, this stuff isn’t
pre-recorded and broadcast, no one sat down

does it relate to existing performance practices in musical and
theatrical milieux? What constitutes the liveness of this event,
for audiences and performers: what does this feel like?
This project is an attempt to address these questions,
through the mediums of video and text. In 2011, I conducted
interviews with 12 Australian practitioners of live a/v
performance. These practitioners come from all areas of the live
a/v spectrum, producing work for clubs, bush-doofs, galleries,
festivals and museums, and working with everything from DJs
and sound artists to rock bands and symphony orchestras.

Interviewees were recruited from personal contacts, via

The interviews were conducted in a range of ad-

snowball sampling, and via social media forums such as the “VJ

hoc spaces – bedrooms, offices, studios, warehouses – and

Union Australia” Facebook group. The interviewees were:

were not intended to be broadcast-standard artefacts, nor
were they directed towards qualitative academic analysis;
these were informal discussions conducted in an attempt to
draw a provisional picture of the live a/v scene in Australia at
this moment in time. Moreover, in choosing practitioners to
interview, there was no intention or possibility of interviewing
all the key players in the field. Rather, what was most important

Michela Ledwidge

Sean Healy

Jaymis Loveday

Lloyd Barrett

was to speak to as wide a range of artists as possible, to gain a
broad range of perspectives on the current realities of live a/v in

(Jean Poole)

Australia, and to speak with artists in their own spaces and on
their own terms.
In these interviews, as well as exploring the background
of each practitioner and the path they have taken to arrive
at their live a/v practice, participants were asked a series of
Robert Jarvis

Pia van Gelder

Robin Fox

Chris Caines

(Zeal)

questions that revolved around what I saw as the key thematics
underpinning both histories and contemporary developments
in live a/v. These questions – which form the basis for the
separate chapters in this publication – were an attempt to draw
out the specificities of live a/v, the things that make it unique
and exciting for performers and audiences alike, and the lines
of innovation along which practitioners travel in seeking new

Brigid Burke

Michael Colenso
(VJ Pi_rate)

Barry Saunders & Dermot McGuire
(eightfilters)

experiences and forms.
This questioning, however, was also an attempt to
triangulate how live a/v practices can be understood in terms
familiar to practitioners or adherents of the media forms or artistic

contexts which border live a/v. Recognizing live a/v’s relation

Do the same opportunities exist for Australian artists, and if not,

to cinematic, musical and theatrical forms, interviews focused

what can be done to address this? How can Australian live a/v

on questions of narrative, meaning, audience engagement,

artists capitalise on existing markets and the shifting alliances

liveness, performativity and improvisation, because these

of funding bodies to further their art-form? If live a/v artists are

“zones” or issues are common to a wide range of artistic forms

to take advantage of existing funding opportunities, how can

and constitute a kind of aesthetic and experiential ground on

they shape their practice – and the ways they speak or write

which artists build.

about their practice – to enable these opportunities?

In addition, broader socio-economic issues were

From the interviews, comments have been extracted

canvassed, such as the role of gender in the live a/v scene, and

which coalesce around the key thematics just mentioned, and

the economics of the scene, its relation to funding bodies and

edited into the video segments found in this publication. Each

income streams for practitioners. These two final issues were

video segment is preceded by a brief discussion designed to

explored because live a/v, like any creative industry or artistic

frame the commentary in terms of existing theory and literature,

practice, does not happen in a bubble; it has a politics, and a

so video and text are designed to work in tandem in exploring

range of economic realities. For whatever reason, VJs and live

key themes. While the themes are presented separately, in

a/v artists often have to work very hard to be recognized for what

many ways each theme dovetails with each other theme,

they do, and sometimes even just to be paid. The cult of the DJ

in that the concerns around, say, the liveness of live a/v will

is both a blessing and a curse for live a/v, with the DJ figure both

necessarily implicate the questions of audience engagement

enabling, yet often eclipsing, the equally complex work of the

and improvisation. Nor does this project in any way exhaust

visualist. This project seeks to redress this balance by teasing

the drivers, conceptual underpinnings or artistic intentions for

out the creative drivers, the gender politics and economic forces

live a/v. This project is a snap-shot, a transversal picture of a

driving live a/v today.

field which is in constant development, and a field which is vital

Importantly, the project seeks to do this in an Australian
context, begging the question of global versus local developments
in this space. There is no doubt that live a/v is an international
phenomenon; the explosion of festivals that cater to this field,
mainly in Europe, is testament to its breadth and importance. But
how does the Australian experience compare to that overseas?

to the current and future state of new media innovation and
performance in Australia and internationally. ■

INDEX

LIVE
AUDIO-VISUAL
PERFORMANCE
–

Live audio-visual performance is a constantly
emerging field of new media performance
practice, defined as “the concurrent production,
projection and amplification of moving images
and sound by one or more performers” (Cooke 2011b).
Performers use hardware, software, cameras,
sensors, projectors, wireless and MIDI controllers
and

associated

technologies

to

produce

improvised images, music and sound live and
on-the-fly. Other terms used to describe aspects
of this field include “live cinema,” “VJing,”
“expanded cinema,” “visual music,” “colour music,”
and “projector performance,” and it is manifest
in diverse contexts such as music and art
festivals, gallery and theatre performances, clubs

and dance parties, and architectural mapping
projections. Artists in this field project a wide

performance, in Australia and worldwide. As Douglas Kahn
notes in reference to “live cinema,” it is “a term under which
an increasing amount of activity is occurring, and a discursive

range of content, from found and archival footage

wall upon which many things are projected”

to personally filmed footage, abstract generative

Cornelia and Holger Lund concur, noting that it is a field that

imagery and live and manipulated camera feeds.
As the range of nomenclature above indicates, live a/v

(Kahn 2011, 255).

is “in constant expansion, with both artistic and commercial
productions finding an increasing presence at festivals and
concerts, in clubs, in art institutions, and even in theaters” (Lund

is a broad and multi-faceted field, a modern coalescence of

& Lund 2009, 11).

multiple traditions and practices which in turn invoke their

including everything from GenY visual patching enthusiasts

own histories and influences. In a recent paper

such as Melbourne’s Robert Jarvis, to established video artists

(Cooke 2010),

I

conducted a survey of the existing literature on live a/v and its

Its participant cohort spans multiple generations,

such as Chris Caines.

antecedents, bringing together writings on traditions such as

While there are a number of artistic and cinematic

the immersive panoramas and dioramas of the 19th century, the

traditions that precede and contribute to contemporary live

colour organs of Mary Hallock Greenewalt and Thomas Wilfred,

a/v performance, it is only recently, with the development and

the proto-music-videos of Oskar Fischinger and Len Lye, the

proliferation of accessible and portable software and hardware,

audio-reactive performances of Steina and Woody Vasulka,

that live a/v has emerged as a concrete “field”

the aleatoric compositions of John Cage, the synaesthetic

Accordingly, over the past few years writings on live a/v have

symphonies of Alexander Scriabin and the Composition

appeared in various forums, online and in print

paintings of Wassily Kandinsky, and the expanded cinema of

Bucksbarg 2008; Makela 2006; Neumark 2009; Faulkner 2006; Lund & Lund 2009;

Gene Youngblood and Stan Vanderbeek in the 1970s. This is

Rees et al 2011)

in no way an exhaustive list, but it gives a clear picture of the

form is steadily increasing, especially in Europe, where major

startling range of traditions that in their exploration of audio-

festivals such as Node, Mapping, Live Performers’ Meeting,

visual relations and performance, have paved the way for live

Transmediale and Cimatics have for many years celebrated

a/v to emerge.

emerging practices in this field.

(Kahn 2011, 256).

(see Gates 2008;

and the number of festivals dedicated to this art-

Today, live audio-visual performance is a highly

Outside these major texts and events, though, live a/v

significant practice within the broad fields of new media and

performance remains under-theorized, and scholarship on this

topic remains scanty and disciplinarily disparate. Writings on

rather than scholarly explorations. The scholarly writings that

live a/v in Australia are a case in point. Live a/v in Australia dates

do exist

back as far as the 1960s with the light shows of LSD Fog and

2011)

the UBU film collective, it developed through the 1980s with

visual relations and performance practices, but these writings

the video experiments of industrial/electronic band Severed

do not yet constitute a concerted body of work compared to the

Heads, and broadened in the 1990s with VJ groups Subvertigo

literature that exists around cinema, new media or sound art.

(see for example Whitelaw 2008; Andrews 2009; Barrett 2010; Kahn

address key questions of technological innovation, audio-

and Tesseract Research Laboratories. In the early 2000s the

Live a/v is difficult to pin down conceptually and

Electrofringe festival in Newcastle operated as a catalyst for

disciplinarily. It is performative but it isn’t theatre; it is cinematic

the live a/v community, and more recently, projection events

but it isn’t cinema; it is improvised but it isn’t jazz; it is prepared,

such as Sydney’s Vivid festival and Melbourne’s Gertrude

but not scripted; it is artistic, but it often occurs at raves and

Street Projection Festival have brought some aspects of live a/v

clubs. Douglas Kahn notes the oxymoronic nature of a term like

to the broader community (although these public projections

“live cinema,” where liveness runs headlong into the cinematic

tend not to be “live”). Beyond brief mentions of these events

reliance on “inanimate storage”

and traditions in interviews online, however, little scholarly

through the disciplinary cracks, and this disciplinary invisibility

attention has been paid to this history and the practices

contributes to the lack of literature on the field. For example,

embedded therein.

Steve Dixon’s 2007 text, Digital Performance: A History of New

(257).

As such, live a/v falls

In Brisbane, the Otherfilm collective have been staunch

Media in Theater, Dance, Performance Art, and Installation,

proponents of Australian experimental film and expanded

in over 800 pages makes no mention of the live a/v tradition

cinema, highlighting the works of Arthur and Corinne Cantrill,

(Dixon 2007).

Dirk de Bruyn, Louise Curham and others. Live media artist

Klich and Edward Scheer similarly focuses on theatre, dance

Sean Healy (aka Jean Poole) maintains an active blog, Skynoise.

and installation, eschewing mention of live a/v save for a single

net, in which he documents his practices as a VJ and publishes

inset paragraph on VJing (Klich & Scheer 2012, 135).

Likewise, Multimedia Performance by Rosemary

interviews and writings on VJ culture. Likewise, the RealTime

Given live a/v’s growing importance internationally, its

Arts magazine has reported on numerous live a/v performances

role in the ongoing development of new media art in Australia

over the past few years, and Gail Priest’s Experimental Music

and as a driver of innovation within the creative industries,

contains a brief examination of live visuals in Australia

(Priest

there is an urgent need for a more indepth understanding of

But again, these writings consist primarily of reviews

this field. This project is one small step in addressing this need,

2008).

and through face-to-face interviews with active practitioners
will hopefully provide some insight both for people working in
this field, and also to those invested in new developments in
the fields that border live a/v – music performance, sound art,
gallery installation, theatre, and cinema. In exploring the ways
artists combine innovations in narrative with new technologies
to engage, interact with and build audiences, this project
highlights the contribution live a/v can make to the arts and
creative industries in Australia, now and in the future. ■

INDEX

EXPLORATIONS
IN
NARRATIVE
AND
MEANING
–

Narrative is one of the key structuring principles
of texts, theatrical performances and audiovisual media forms. Narrative is everywhere,
embedded in novels and feature films as much
as in 30-second television commercials and
social media profiles, and the identification of
narrative therefore forms a key aspect of the
cultural competence of audiences for media
and performance forms. Audiences frequently
“make sense” of what they read, see and hear by
seeking narrative cues, and the touchstones of
narrative – character, story, plot, discourse, and
spatio-temporal location – become the resonant
frequencies of audience expectations in this
regard (Cooke 2010).

But what happens to narrative in the live a/v context,

the play of connection and disconnection between the devices

when images and sounds are produced live and on-the-fly,

that form her array of machine-performers – she finds drama

when representational imagery abuts abstract and generative

in the vicissitudes not of characters and events, but of signal

images, in an improvisational and collaborative context? How do

(Whitelaw 2008).

performers manage the audience’s narrative expectations that

live a/v performances form part of a “visual music” tradition, is

arise when images appear projected on a screen accompanied

unambiguous in her refusal to provide narrative experiences for

by music and sound?

an audience: “The narrative is always a worry – and my work is

Live a/v practitioners take a wide range of approaches

Brigid Burke, a clarinettist and painter whose

non-narrative.”

to the question of narrative and the associated mechanisms

As mentioned above, live a/v is cinematic but it isn’t

of an audience’s “making sense” of the performance. Across

cinema, it is dramatic but it isn’t drama, it recalls cinematic and

these approaches, narrative is both explored and refused, and

theatrical contexts but it is qualitatively different, eschewing

narrative pleasures are doled out and withdrawn, often at the

the pre-edited and pre-intended artefact in favour of real-time

same time. Chris Caines speaks of creating “ambient narrative

creativity and the event. Hence what is at stake is producing

environments” in which text, image and sound evolve over a

something that evolves over time and is governed by the

performance to provide audiences with multiple entry-ways

tensional or intensive logic of the dramatic arc

into meaning. Likewise, Michela Ledwidge speaks of invoking

but that plays out in a distributed and re-combinant manner,

“story universes” to which her performances refer; clusters of

allowing that performers provide audiences with multiple

characters, events, locations and ideas which are iterated across

avenues and materials by which to cohere their experience – if

multiple performances.

they even see the need to do so. ■

These

approaches

pit

artistic

intention

against

emergence, allowing that narrative pleasures and expectations
can arise in a piecemeal fashion and are left up to the audience to
cohere as they wish (Willis 2009, 12). Other practitioners, however,
seek narrative in more oblique places, or refuse it altogether. Pia
van Gelder, who frequently works with analog technologies and
custom-built hardware, talks of the narrative that arises out of

(Massumi 2002),

INDEX
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i n na r r at i v e a n d m e a n i ng

›

INDEX

AUDIO-VISUAL
RELATIONS
AND
SYNAESTHESIA
–

The relation between image and sound lies at the
core of what live a/v artists do; it is one of the
defining factors of the field, that images and
sounds will be produced live and on-the-fly and
in some kind of relation. This relation also forms
one of the most tangible pleasures, for both
practitioners

and

audiences,

of

live

a/v

performances, because it focuses upon the realms
of perceptual or sensual experience that arise
when both the visual and auditory senses are
stimulated at the same time and in the same way.

Audiences of cinema and television are used to a

live a/v artists – Robin Fox speaks of his mother’s synaesthesia

certain set of audio-visual relations – Michel Chion’s notion

and how this has provided an experiential ground for his work

of

– it is nevertheless an involuntary neurological condition

“synchresis,”

a

portmanteau

word

referencing

both

“synchronism” and “synthesis,” is frequently used to encapsulate

experienced by only around 5% of the population

the different ways image and sound combine in cinematic

2006),

production, and therefore in the experience of cinema

experience, rather than a direct experiential analogue

1994).

(Chion

Dialogue and foley sound effects provide a quotidian

2008).

(Simner et al

and can really only operate as a metaphor for a kind of
(Whitelaw

None of the artists interviewed were synaesthetes, yet

experience of audio-visual synchronicity – a visible action is

all spoke strongly of the pleasure they experience from tight

accompanied by its concomitant audiation. Music adds a third

image-sound correlations, and which they seek to provide for

layer and set of affective possibilities to this field, indicating that

audiences. Pia van Gelder, Robert Jarvis and Robin Fox all attest

synchretic relations span matrices between what Lloyd Barrett

to the way such correlations can produce an experience that is

terms direct and indirect causal and semantic links (Barrett 2010) –

more than just image and sound alone or added together – the

that is, relations where a visible action directly causes an audible

synthesis of the two is somehow more than the sum of its parts.

sound (or vice versa), and relations where images and sound are

■

metaphorically related through recognizable content or tonal,
textural or timbral similarities.
Although live a/v artists tend to refuse the direct “action”
relation which has its basis in narrative, in favour of image-sound
relations that are more to do with perceptual and conceptual
associations and experiences, exploring synchretic possibility
is central to their practice. Across the board, interviewees speak
about the heightened sensory experience, for themselves and
audiences, that can arise when image and sound are presented
in such a way that their relation seems to be one-to-one, direct,
synchronous and linked on some fundamental level.
While synaesthesia stands as the most widely available
analogue for this experience, and is a touchstone for many

INDEX

‹ audio-visual

r e l at ion s a n d s y na e s t h e s i a

›

INDEX

LIVENESS
AND
PERFORMATIVITY
–

As

Philip

Auslander

notes

in

Liveness:

Performance in a Mediatized Culture, the
assumed “liveness” of live performance –
primarily in music, theatre and dance – is rarely
defined beyond vague clichés about “the magic
of live theatre,” or “the ‘energy’ that supposedly
exists between performers and spectators in a
live event” (Auslander 2). Contemporary performance
studies, he argues, places live performance in
opposition

to

mediatization,

valuing

the

apparent “realness” of live performance over
representational, recorded, electronic, televisual
and digital media forms (3).

Live a/v performance, however, is mediatized by

their actions in real time. Bringing an instrumentality to live

definition, and so fundamentally refuses categorization within

a/v, that connotes the kinds of instrumental performance

such a restrictive opposition. Nevertheless, the liveness of live

common to many musical forms, is one mechanism by which

a/v is both infinitely promising and constantly vexing, both

to demonstrate to an audience that the performer has not just

at the same time; promising because live a/v is a constantly

pressed the “play” button but is actively causing what is being

evolving space for performing with a panoply of technologies

seen and heard. Chris Caines notes that even with a plethora

that are likewise always changing, and vexing because live a/v

of controllers, though, it can still be difficult for an audience to

uses media that cannot help but connote the pre-edited, pre-

isolate who is doing what, when in a collaborative a/v situation

authored and composed contexts of traditional cinema and

there may be data feeds of different sorts travelling between

musical performance.

multiple artists – which, as Lloyd Barrett notes, places the onus

A key concern of live a/v artists, then, is how the

back on the performers to ensure that the overall experience for

performance is received as a performance; the spectre of an

an audience is still enveloping and engaging, whether they can

audience thinking that the artist is just sitting there “checking

unravel the mystery of who is doing what or not. ■

their email” looms large in the concerns of the interviewees,
as does the fear that no one will connect the artist’s physical
actions with what is seen or heard. Jaymis Loveday typifies this
irony in recounting his experience in touring as a VJ with a rock
band – where he was frequently mistaken for a keyboard player!
Seeking a transparent mode of performance

(Lew 2004),

then,

a mode of performance that links, for an audience, the often
obscure operations of a/v artists with laptops, cameras, MIDI
controllers and Wiimotes to the self-evident performances of a
violinist or guitarist, is a vital part of underscoring the liveness
of live a/v.
Hence, artists use a range of controllers, from MIDI
controllers to iPads, iPhones, Wiimotes, motion-sensors and
Kinect cameras, to demonstrate to audiences the efficacy of

INDEX

‹ liveness

a n d p e r f or m at i v i t y

›

INDEX

AUDIENCES
AND
INTERACTIVITY
–

Live a/v is a constantly evolving laboratory space
for innovation with audio, visual, gestural and
interactive technologies and for the development
of new audience experiences. Sean Healy speaks
about the satisfaction of “throwing his toolshed
up on the screen,” and having his “studio in
public.” Likewise, Michela Ledwidge notes that
she uses live performance to trial new “story
universes” which she can develop across multiple
platforms.

These comments testify to the function of live a/v
as a rapid-prototyping mechanism or incubator for new

controllers to insert audience members, through bodily action,
directly into the space of the performance.

technologies and ideas, and as a key method by which new

Each of these approaches – which represent only a

media artists develop their craft within the creative industries.

tiny slice of the possible mechanisms live a/v artists employ in

And most importantly, this is a public process, an open and

engaging with their audiences – is representative of the way live

visible space of experimentation quite different from the

a/v incorporates new technologies into the constant questioning

traditional image of the artist finalising their work in the studio

of what a “performance” might be. This is also to constantly ask

before exhibiting it as a closed and finished artefact. In terms

what an “audience” is or does – what is an audience willing or

I have developed elsewhere, this is a kind of “live research,”

able to do? What ratios of passivity to interactivity work best?

highlighting the potential of improvised live a/v performance

What will audience members find pleasurable, and what will

to enliven audiences and contribute to knowledge with every

they reject? And more critically, perhaps, how can live a/v cause

performance (Cooke 2011a).

audiences to question their relations to the technologies that

Live a/v artists use their performance practice as an
audience development space, where modes of audience
interaction are trialled from one performance to the next,
involving new technologies and the kinds of devices that are
becoming increasingly embedded in the everyday practices of
audience members. Jaymis Loveday is explicit in signalling his
delight at being able to develop new work in a world in which
“having an interactive device on hand at all times is normal,”
arguing that this allows live a/v artists to bring audiences into
the same technological space that artists inhabit. Michela
Ledwidge notes the challenges of using RSS and Twitter feeds, for
example, as a method of audience involvement. Barry Saunders
and Dermot McGuire, who in 2010-2011 curated performances
at the “Jurassic Lounge” evenings at the Australian Museum
in Sydney, speak of their use of motion-tracking and gestural

buttress their lives and influence their social practices and lived
experiences? ■

INDEX

‹ audiences

and interactivity

›

INDEX

IMPROVISATION
–

Improvisation is a complex notion – both lauded
as a cornerstone of musical forms like jazz and
much traditional music around the world, and
often derided as the social practice of “making it
up as you go along.” If improvisation is nothing
more than that, than “making it up as you go,”
then we are all improvisers all of the time and the
term is evacuated of all significance. Rather, as
Alfonso Montuori argues, improvisation must be
understood as the application of skill, knowledge,
focus and discipline in the “making it up,” it
requires “a willingness to take risks, to let go of
the safety of the ready-made, the already written,
and to think, create, and ‘write’ on the spot” (Montuori
2003, 244).

The relation between preparedness and spontaneity is

where the radically undetermined or undeterminable nature of

a kind of fault-line along which improvisational practices are

performance can be left up to the machines. This is where live

distributed. Live a/v, with its mixture of prepared image and

a/v invokes the sublime, when the signal-routing multiplies

sound clips and pre-authored generative patches, and live

and the connective logic of patch-cables takes over, and the

mixing of image and sound materials according to the emergent

result is “beyond my control and unfathomable – which is

logic of the performance, both reinforces and troubles this

what the sublime is!” ■

distinction (Cooke 2011).
In this section, interviewees talk about their backgrounds and influences, the degree to which key figures,
primarily in art music, have provided the ground for
contemporary experimental practices. Brigid Burke talks
about her early exposure to the serialism of Schoenberg, and
the avant-garde jazz of the Art Ensemble of Chicago. Robin
Fox talks of how his exposure to the graphic scores of Roman
Haubenstock-Romati led him away from rigid compositional
practices and into a more experimental realm where visual
representations link to sound on a whole other level than
that of notation, and performers are given greater degrees of
freedom in producing music from a score.
This freedom from strict interpretations of an artist’s
“intention,” then, introduces the possibility of the aleatoric, the
accidental, and John Cage arises here as a key influence for
Robin Fox. Similarly, Pia van Gelder takes the Cagean “event”
and transfers its occurrence to her panoply of pedals and audiovisual synthesizers. Where improvisation might be thought
of as an “intentional” practice, something creative people do
when they are “in the moment,” live a/v also opens up spaces

INDEX

‹ i m p rov i s at ion ›

INDEX

GENDER
IN
THE A/V SCENE
–

One of my core concerns when conducting the
interviews for this project was to explore the
question of gender in the live a/v scene. As
Michela Ledwidge notes, “wherever there is new
technology, it’s a bit of a boys’ club,” and live a/v
is no exception. In a survey conducted by live
media artist Cindi Drennan in 2012 on the “VJ
Union” Facebook group, of 73 respondents, 80%
were male (Drennan 2012).

This result in no way suggests that there are not women

is it a question of confidence, of women needing to feel free

working and achieving considerable success in this field; Jaymis

to appropriate the experimental space, this is nevertheless

Loveday notes that while he sees a need for increasing the

not an easy option when played out against broader societal

visibility of women in the field, he nevertheless knows, and has

expectations as regards men acting and women appearing

interviewed, many prominent female practitioners. The women

(Berger 1972).

interviewed for this project are likewise prominent figures, with

Loveday notes, is that the visibility or invisibility of the artist

Pia van Gelder running the successful Sydney Dorkbot series,

is neither here nor there when it is the work that is produced

and Brigid Burke having been a major proponent of visual music

and how it is received which is ultimately the arbiter of quality

in Melbourne for many years.

and success. And as Michela Ledwidge argues, the under-

The saving grace of live a/v perhaps, as Jaymis

Nevertheless, the difference in representation across

representation of women in this space means that there is a real

the genders is stark. As Hazel Smith and Roger Dean note in

opportunity for women to add a much-needed diversity to the

Improvisation, Hypermedia and the Arts Since 1945, “women are

kinds of content and approaches to performance found in the

generally vastly under-represented in improvised music” (Smith

scene. What do we need? “A Joan Jett of live-mixing….!” ■

& Dean 1997, 80).

What is behind this phenomenon, and (how) can

it be addressed? Michela Ledwidge and Lloyd Barrett both argue
that from their perspective it is the confidence and freedom to
experiment and possibly fail, in public, that marks the faultline
for the current gender distribution. As Lloyd Barrett notes, the
experimental nature of live a/v means that it is possible to assess
a large swathe of live a/v as male artists “dicking around with
toys,” whereas female artists are not, he argues, accorded the
same privilege to be publicly frivolous with their art.
Thus, while there may be a vast difference in the
quantitative distribution of genders in the field, the distribution
of quality may be quite different! If the experimental nature
of this field is central to its development, however, what is
to be done with this situation? While for Michela Ledwidge
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In the interviews conducted for this project,
practitioners testified to the way live a/v operates
as part of a portfolio of activities, and frequently
acts as the creative outlet and “passion project”
that sits alongside more economically lucrative
but less inspiring work. That is, for live a/v artists,
while their practice may be economically funded
by their employment in one media industry or
another, this employment is creatively funded by
live a/v practice and performance.
These responses reflect the findings of the Australia
Council-funded report “Arts and Creative Industries,” which
speaks of a “mixed economy of subsidised and commercial, and
of artistic and non-artistic work”

(Australia Council 2011, 15).

In this

economy, artists use commercial work to fund artistic activities,
but crucially, the commercial creative industries benefit from
the exploratory R&D work done in artistic activity; live a/v,

owing to its immediacy and performativity, its function as a

field, and the myriad practices it encompasses, is a hotbed of

“public studio,” operates as a key fulcrum between the poles of

innovation that makes a genuine contribution to the cultural life

this mixed economy.

of Australia. What is at stake, however, is how this contribution

While salutary, this situation does not necessarily make

can change and grow in the future, and how live a/v artists can

it any easier for those wishing to make a living from their work.

navigate the shifting sands of technological fashion, audience

As numerous respondents note, the scale of Australia, the low

expectation and funding body alliances.

population density (relative to Europe or parts of Asia), and the

This project has sought to delineate some of the key

distribution of audiences for live a/v performance, all work

practices underpinning live a/v in Australia at this moment in

against live a/v being viable as an artist’s sole revenue stream.

time, and in doing so, provide a language by which audiences

At the same time, Australia’s grant funding system is perceived

can understand the field, and by which practitioners in the field

to award the lion’s share of funding to traditional art forms,

can articulate what they do. In order for live a/v to continue to

with live a/v or new media artists gaining access to that share

innovate and push against the possible, it is up to practitioners

primarily through collaborations with more traditional art forms

to work with and grow that language – to find not merely new

– theatre, dance, orchestral music.

ways of doing things but new ways of speaking about what

Thankfully, what also emerges from the interviews is

they do. This final point is a crucial one, and often overlooked

that many live a/v artists welcome this liminal position, and

or obscured by the empirical evidence of what artists make and

turn relative disadvantage and anonymity into strength. As

do. As this project makes clear, live a/v is a complex field that

Barry Saunders notes, a lot of live a/v’s vitality arises from its

inherits its concerns from a wide range of traditions. These

underground status, the capacity and desire to “throw up some

concerns are part of a discourse about the artistic use of audio-

projectors and be gone by dawn.” Jaymis Loveday makes a

visual media to produce new sensory and cognitive experience,

similar argument; while recognizing that being employed in

and this discourse – this speaking and writing about what can

a field enables an artist to become better at what they do, he

be spoken or written – is what grants artists the freedom to

also warns against complacency: “If you start to take for granted

make, and do, and challenge, and change. And so: live a/v in

what you’re doing, you lose the hunger.”

Australia: let’s keep up the conversation. ■

Whether keeping the proponents of this exciting field of
new media art and performance hungry is a good thing or not
in the long term, remains to be seen. What is clear is that this
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Participant
Biographies
Lloyd Barrett (aka Secret Killer of Names)
Lloyd Barrett is a Brisbane-based audiovisual
composer / performer / researcher with over a
decade of involvement in the Brisbane experimental
music scene. His primary interests are digital abstract
expressionism, imaginary soundtracks and audiovisual semiology. He is currently completing his
PhD research part-time at QUT while he lectures in
Music Technology at Griffith Conservatorium of
Music. You can follow his pursuits at
http://secretkillerofnames.net/
Brigid Burke
Brigid is an Australian composer, clarinettist, visual
artist and video-maker. She has had works performed
extensively both nationally and internationally. Most
recently, she has performed in the Echofluxx Festival
Prague, Generative Arts Festivals in Rome & Milan
Italy, Asian Music Festivals, The Melbourne International Arts Festival, Futura Music Festival Paris
France, Mona Foma Festival Hobart, The International Clarinet Festivals in Japan and Canada also
Seoul and Australian International Computer Music
Festivals. She was Artist in Residence at ADM NTU
Singapore. She has been a recipient of an Australia
Council Performing Arts Music Project Fellowship.
She also curates the Seensound Visual/Music series
at LOOP Bar Melbourne Australia. Her involvement
in many audiovisual performances has led her to
integrate real time sound, visuals and theatre in her

performances to create innovative use of sonic
objects, speakers, video cameras, computers, clarinet animations, original prints, drawings, digital
animation and free improvisation. She has received
commissions from the Australian Broadcasting
Commission ABC, Australian Asian Foundation,
Japanese Printing Corporation, ANAT, South
Australian Govt. and Australia Council. Universities
have supported Brigid in her performances, compositions and artwork. She has a Master of Music in
Composition from Melbourne University, Australia
and is currently studying a PhD at UTAS University of
Tasmania with a Tasmanian Post Graduate Scholarship. More information can be found at her website:
http://www.brigid.com.au.
Chris Caines
Chris Caines is a Sydney based artist working at the
intersection of media arts and visual text. He has
been exhibiting internationally since the early 1990s
producing work in video, performance, sound
installation and in a variety of networked media. He
currently teaches in the Media Arts program at the
University of Technology, Sydney where he is also
the Director of the Centre for Media Arts Innovation.
http://chriscaines.com
Michael Colenso (aka VJ Pi_Rate)
AudioVisual fusion entity VJ Pi_Rate was incarnated
circa Y2K. Video Mapping & AV Mash performances
are the current focus, following a decade of visual
performance alongside many international artists,
including installation and operation of a 3 screen / 3
feed video creation for The Amorphous Androgynous live at Earthcore QLD in 2005 - blessed to work
with the iconic Gaz Cobain of Future Sound of
London. Have worked with other legends ranging
from Grandmaster Flash to Infected Mushroom.
Previous background in audio production and DJing
since 1990, have produced and performed live as

Ching. Prior to that as DJ Zippy, releasing the track
Aurax on 1999 Dragonflight NYE CD compilationrating in 4ZZZ Top100. In 1997 collaborated with
Terence McKenna for his spoken work performance
@ The Zoo in Brisbane.
http://goognostic.com/digiviz.html
Robin Fox
Robin Fox is a Melbourne based artist working across
the often artificial divide between audible and visible
arts. As an audio-visual performance artist his work
has featured in festivals worldwide. Recent appearances include Mutek Montreal (2012) Mona Foma
Hobart (2012), Unsound festival Warsaw (2011),
Trama festival Porto (2011), Elevate festival Graz
(2011) and over 50 other cities and festivals over the
past 5 years. Other projects include a photography
exhibition called Proof of Concept which showed at
the Centre for Contemporary Photography in
Melbourne July 2010 and Interior Design, a research
project with the Bionic Ear Institute composing
music for cochlear implant wearers. He was recently
commissioned to build a giant interactive Theremin
for the City of Melbourne. He has released numerous
CD’s and LP’s on labels including Editions Mego
(Vienna), Room 40 (Brisbane), Kranky (US) and
Bocian (Poland). http://www.robinfox.com.au
Pia van Gelder
Pia van Gelder is an electronic artist, curator and
teacher. Her work explores AV mysticism along with
what she calls ‘machinic affinity’; feelings of closeness to a machine. She develops performances and
installations by working with media machines, both
custom built heirloom technologies like the audiovideo modular synthesizers and common electronic
devices which are hacked and opened up to perform
in ways that negate their use or assumed design.
Van Gelder has curated various festivals and
art events and exhibitions with the Serial Space

INDEX

collective. She is the Overlord of Dorkbot Sydney, a
regular meeting for people doing strange things
with electricity, whilst lecturing at the College of
Fine Arts, UNSW in the School of Media Art.
http://www.piavangelder.com
Sean Healy
Sean Healy ( aka ‘Jean Poole’) - is a Melbourne based
video artist, specialising in live projections. He has
presented a large range of work Inter/nationally: OK
Video festival in Indonesia, the LPM festival in Italy,
the Australian Centre for Moving Image and the
Sydney Opera House. He has also shuffled pixels as
the Gotye tour VJ, and at festivals such as the Big Day
Out, MONA FOMA, the Meredith Music Festival,
Electrofringe, Stereosonic, Golden Plains, Good
Vibrations, and the Falls Festival. His six-screen
animation, ‘Animals Really Are Funny People’, won
the 2007 International Panoramic prize from MONA
+ Horse Bazaar. http://skynoise.net/projects
Robert Jarvis (aka Zeal)
Robert Jarvis (AKA Zeal) is an audio-visual artist
based in Melbourne. He produces quirky, experimental pop music, hand-animated music videos
and develops software for audio-visual performance.
Robert completed his honours in Jazz performance
at the Elder Conservatorium in 2006 and his album
“With the Moon Alongside Racing Us Home” was
selected as the feature album on FBi radio. His work
broadened into animation when he produced a
music video for the Zeal track “Salt” which was
screened at the St Kilda Film Festival. Since then he
has produced music videos for Faux Pas, Agnes Kain
and Cuba is Japan.
To compliment his music and video output,
Robert develops software to aid with musical and
audio-visual performance including AXIS, an application to translate the Guitar Hero controller into an
expressive musical instrument, and VIZZable, a suite

of video performance plugins for the music performance software Ableton Live. He has also worked
with Australian artists Tintin Wulia and Rob Graham,
developing software for their interactive video
installations.
In 2012, his piece “Concerto for Light Sculpture”,
an audio-visual piece for MIDI-reactive light sculptures and small chamber orchestra won the Vice
Chancellors award at the International Space Time
Concerto Competition. In 2013 he is looking to adapt
this concept for a ten piece choir having audio-reactive, projections mapped onto them. He maintains
an artist blog at zealousy.com
Michela Ledwidge
Michela Ledwidge is a media director and co-founder
of the multi-platform studio Mod Productions. Her
current projects include a remixable video installation featuring the Australian Chamber Orchestra
and Tag Town, a social gaming platform. Michela
produced dirtgirlworld online –multi-platform
elements of the Emmy and BAFTA-nominated
series dirtgirlworld. She created the University of
Sydney’s post-graduate unit of study, Remixable
Media and was the inaugural winner of Sydney Film
Festival Peter Rasmussen Innovation Award in 2009.
She won an Invention award for ‘remixable films’
from the UK National Endowment for Science Technology and the Arts (NESTA) in 2004. Michela is a
board member of the Australian Directors Guild.
Since publishing the first website in NSW in 1993,
Michela has worked as a pioneer in digital storytelling, including several roles at the BBC, including
Technical Architect on the BAFTA-winning BBC
iPlayer service.
http://michelaledwidge.com/
Jaymis Loveday
Jaymis is a Creative Technologist, Director and Visualist.
As founding editor of CreateDigitalMotion.com –

the world’s most popular blog for VJs and live visualists – he has been influential in developing and
documenting new techniques for live visual performance and staging. As a music video director and
developer of both hardware and software tools and
techniques, he works to create new aesthetics and
methods of live performance. http://jaymis.com
Barry Saunders & Dermot McGuire
(aka eightfilters)
eightfilters is a videomixing duo who focus on live
performance, reactive installations and musical
collaborations. They use a mixture of found footage,
edited collages, reactive software and motion capture
devices. http://www.eightfilters.com

Author Bio
Grayson Cooke is an interdisciplinary scholar and
media artist, Senior Lecturer in the School of Arts
and Social Sciences at Southern Cross University.
Grayson has exhibited works of new media and
photography in Australia and Canada, he has
performed live audio-visual works in Australia, New
Zealand, Spain, Italy and the UK, and he has published
academic articles in numerous print and online
journals. He is also an associate editor for the online
peer-reviewed journal Transformations. He holds an
interdisciplinary PhD from Concordia University in
Montreal. http://www.graysoncooke.com
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